LANE FOR U.S. SENATOR

SENATORIAL RACE COLLE everywhere WHERE BUT IN MULTNOMAH

WILSON GETS 439 ELECTORAL VOTES

Only One Dozen Measures Out Of Thirty

Seventeen Carried In Oregon—Ahlert

Elected Treasurer—Oliver and Wakefield Win Out

Oregon's Result Gives the

Democrats

The positive announcement of the

victory of Harry Lane, the

Democratic candidate, for the U.S. Senate from Oregon, as

soon as the machines were made over at the Union

Hotel, has made victory for the

Democrats in the Senate

inevitable.

The addition of Oregon to the

Democratic column in the Senate, or a majority

by no means, is sufficient to give the N.-C.-O.

control of the Senate. In addition to the votes

of all the states in which they are in the majority;

the Republicans have the states of Pennsylvania

and Maryland.

According to latest information from

state headquarters at Portland and

through other channels, Democrats will

give State Fever in Oregon, New

York, Kansas, Colorado, Montana,

and Delaware.

In addition to the elections of

Senators in Oregon and Utah, the

inquirers will be interested in the

returns of the local elections in those

states, but the result in either will

be of small importance. In

the November election.

The returns in both states were

similar, and there is no reason to

expect that either will be changed

materially in the coming weeks.

White 50 or 10 members at the

Legislature is the result of the

November elections.

In most of the states there will

be more members now than there

were in the past. Some of the

majority, according to the

returns, will be in the minority,

and some of the minority will

be in the majority.

In the United States Senate,

the Democrats will have 52

members, and the Republicans

will have 48.

According to the returns for the

House of Representatives, there

will be 264 Democrats in the

House, and 236 Republicans.

In Oregon, the present

House of Representatives has 60

Democrats and 36 Republicans.
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